
 
 

Report of the AUS President 11/8/2017 

Presidents’ Roundtable 

Thank you to all the departments who attended Presidents’ Roundtable. Had a very useful 
discussion, hoping to have more departments at the next roundtable. 

 

CBRC 

CBRC met last Friday to review documents for upcoming Councils. Amendments for the 
Equity Policy and MUGS Constitution were tabled for further review. 

 

Equity  

AUS Equity Training is happening this week, sessions on Monday, Tuesday, and Friday. 
They’ve been hard at work to prepare this training and are looking forward to your 
feedback. 

 

DPSLL 

Submitted the formal request for fee changes with the Deputy Provost’s Office contingent 
on election results. Also discussing a small change in the MoA-- when it was signed such 
requests went through the Dean of Students’ office. McGill would now like it to go through 
the Constitution and By-Law Review Committee. 

 

Work Your BA 

Met with CaPS to finalize topics for WYBA. Dates are also now set and they’re working on 
securing the UN speaker. We’re going ahead with the Arts Jobs fair for February 8th, likely 
in the Fieldhouse-- very excited about this event!! 

 

Printing 

Confirmed a new office printer, this should be causing substantial printing savings for the 
AUS!! 

 

Audit 



 
 

Audit complete, Noah will presumably touch on this more-- should be getting the final 
statements shortly. 

 

Computer Lab Fund 

Computer Lab Fund meeting coming up in 2 weeks, this will be discussing implementation 
of the fee cuts if those end up passing referendum. 

 

Lassman Photography Contract 

Still haven’t signed the Lassman contract with SSMU-- they haven’t been able to provide a 
copy of last year’s contract, and we don’t have a record of having signed any document 
from our side of things.  

 

GSFSSA & QSSA 

General assembly for GSFSSA coming up to elect their team for the rest of the year! Also 
setting up something comparable for the Quebec Studies Students’ Association (QSSA). 

 

Workstudy Increase 

Work study has confirmed an increase to the cap for AUS Executives & Arts Reps for the 
upcoming year, having doubled the overall cap (individual cap remains at 19 hours for 
Executives, Arts Reps new cap is set at 13 hours). 

 

Sexual Violence Prevention Fund 

Been doing consultation on the possibility of having a sexual violence prevention / support 
fund. This won’t be happening this semester, but will report more on the various meetings 
orally. 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Erik Partridge 



 
 

AUS President 


